
CENTRAL KEYSTONE LEAGUE CHEER COMPETITION RULES 
Combined rules for ages 5-13 

 Each team must provide their own judge for competition day.  It is encouraged for that judge to have some cheer knowledge,

but is not required.

 Routine is expected to be approximately 2 minutes and 30 seconds in length. It is to include music and cheer (approximately

1 minute cheer, 1 ½ minutes music). There will be no deductions for time.

 Everyone can fly with a waiver.

 NO BASKET TOSSES.

 Include tumbling, pyramid, transition stunts and jumps in routine.  Example: group/double jumps, group tumbling.

 A pyramid connects two or more stunt groups (this can be done at any level).  Example: 3 thigh high stands with flyer arms

connecting.

Standing 

Tumbling 

 All skills with hand support preformed from a standing position are allowed.  Example: front rolls, back rolls,

front walkovers, back walkovers, cartwheels, handstands, round offs, front and back hand springs are

allowed.

 Connection of more than one of the above skills is allowed.  Example: cartwheel/back walkover or standing

back hand spring series.

 Back tucks with appropriate experience and parental consent are allowed. (Midget level only)

 At least one hand must remain in contact with the floor during skill execution.  Example: one handed

cartwheel (exception: both hands must remain in contact with the floor when performing front and back

handsprings; back tucks are allowed – see above for stipulations).

 Front tucks, double back tucks and aerials are prohibited.

Running 

Tumbling 

 All skills with hand support are allowed.

 Back tucks with appropriate experience and parental consent are allowed. (Midget level only)

 At least one hand must remain in contact with the floor during skill execution.  Example: one handed

cartwheel (exception: both hands must remain in contact with the floor when performing front and back

handsprings; back tucks are allowed – see above for stipulations).

 Series tumbling is allowed.

 Front tucks, double back tucks and aerials are prohibited.

 Flips are prohibited.

Stunts  Flyer must stunt on original bases at all times. (Bases may NEVER switch under a flyer)

 Two leg extended stunts are allowed.

 One leg prep level stunts are allowed.  Single leg extended stunts are allowed with brace.

 Twist load-in is limited to one half (1/2) twist by the flyer. (Bases cannot turn during the load-in).

 Split stunts are allowed.

 Flat backs and extended flat back are allowed.  You may transition into another stunt as well.

 Ground up prep/extensions with arm brace is allowed.

 Swing stunts are probibited.

Tosses  Basket tosses are prohibited.  You will be disqualified if this skill is performed during routine/spirit

competition.

Pyramids  Pyramids must follow stunts and dismount rules.

 In pyramid transitions, the flyer must maintain contact with at least one base at all times.

 Hanging or collapsible pyramids are prohibited.

 Tick tock (switch lib) is allowed with a brace at a prep level.

Dismounts  Cradles from a prep level one leg stunts and two leg extended stunts may only have a straight cradle only.

Extended level single rotation twist, arch, toe touch, pike, ¼ turn or prone cradles are prohibited.

 Other positions during cradles are allowed at prep level only.  Example: arch, toe touch, pike, tuck, ¼ turn,

single rotation twist or prone (“superman”).

 Bump dismount is allowed.

 Any inverted dismount, including double based suspended forward rolls are prohibited.

 Cradle dismounts to different bases that do not progress back to an upright/vertical position are prohibited.

Release 

Moves 

 No release moves are allowed other than those mentioned in the Dismounts section. (No up and down

release transitions that are braced by prep level or below stunts are allowed).

 NO THEMES. Theme based routines are prohibited.




